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Objective: 

To bring all the students together to take initiative for the 

protection of wild life community and also spread 

awareness to conserve and to inspire future conservative 

leaders. 

 Conservation of wild life is important for this new 

generation to learn that without the nature it’s difficult to 

survive. Most of the world’s species are on the track to go 

extinct in the near future. So, the prime purpose of this 

club is to make students learn and step up to these 

challenges. 
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2019-20: 
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VICE PRESIDENT: Neelima Krishna III CBZ 

SECRETARY: Manvitha  II CBZ 

EDITOR: Sindhu.Y   IIICBZ  
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ACTIVITIES 
1. 8 JULY, 2019: An informative mime by 22  third year CBZ 

students to spread awareness among students on conservation of 

wild life. 

 

 

  



 

The students of final CBZ (22 students) have performed a 

mime about the conservation and protection of the wild life. 

They have depicted roles of different animals which are extinct 

and those are on the edge of getting endangered. Through this 

mime they have demonstrated two scenarios; where, in the first 

part the animals were free in their own habitats. Later in the 

process of civilization animals were killed by humans for their 

own greed by hunting and poaching for commercial purposes. 

So, we have shown how important it is to protect the wild 

life and conserve it for the future generations because if one 

species get extinct it effects the whole food chain and thereby 

the nature.  

 

  



2. 29THJuly,2019: observed as International Tigers Day(29 

July) based on it a quiz competition was conducted by the 

club. 

 

The wildlife club has conducted a quiz competition on the occasion of 

International Tigers Day (29
th

July). Eight teams from different streams 

have participated in the competition. Two rounds were held in the 

competition where, the first round was a normal round based on the 

Tiger conservation and facts about the tigers. The teams which have 

scored high were shortlisted and sent to the second round which was 

based on the current status of tigers in India. The winners were given 

away the certificates in the zoology lab. 

Winners: 

1. Tejasri.S,Kalluri Deepika Rani, Sudha Kumari  –II MPCS 

2. Sree kalyani, Sai priya, P.Sravani –II CBZ 

3. Sharanya and team –III CBZ 



3. 20
TH

 August,2019:  

Members of the wild life club and first year CBZ students 

conducted an anti mosquito drive  displaying large number of 

charts in the zoology lab ,where students explained about how to 

identify different breeds of mosquitoes, how to prevent them from 

the neighbour hood, natural mosquito repellants and how to safe 

guard against mosquito bite. Students from different groups 

attended. 

 

4. 27 August,2019: 

The club had actively participated in the wall journal competition which 

was conducted by the student council on the theme “Inclusiveness and 

togetherness”. The members of the club had kept their efforts to make a 

self explanatory journal. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

5. 19 SEPTEMBER,2019 

 A documentary for snake bite awareness and first aid tips was 

organized on the occasion of “Snake Bite Awareness Day” 

during lunch hour in zoology lab. 

 

6. 12November,2019: 

The club has conducted elocution competition on the occasion of world 

migratory bird day on the theme protect “Protect birds, be the solution 

to plastic pollution”. In the zoology lab. 

 

 

WINNERS: 

1. PRIYA KUMARI – III CBZ 

2. DEVYANI SAHAI –III BBC 

3. SREE KALYANI -II CBZ 

 

 

 



7. 12 November,2019: 

A poster making competition was conducted on the theme “Be the 

solution for  plastic pollution”. In the zoology lab. 

WINNERS: 

1. SUCHITRA BISOI –III BBC 

2. S.BHAGYA LAKSHMI –I CBZ 

 

The club is planning to celebrate “World Wild life Day (3
rd

 

March)”.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


